Growth and Properties of Cl- Incorporated ZnO Nanofilms Grown by Ultrasonic Spray-Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition.
Pure and Cl- incorporated ZnO nanofilms were grown by the ultrasonic spray-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. The properties of the nanofilms were investigated. The effects of growth temperature and Cl- concentration on the crystal structure, morphology, and optical properties of the nanofilms were studied. Temperature plays an important role in the growth mode and morphology of the pure nanofilms. Preferential growth along the c-axis occurs only at modulating temperature. Lower temperature suppresses the preferential growth, and higher temperature suppresses the growth of the nanofilms. The morphologies of the nanofilms change from lamellar and spherical structures into hexagonal platelets, then into separated nanoparticles with an increase in the temperature. Incorporating Cl- results in the lattice contracting gradually along with c-axis. Grains composing the nanofilms refine, and the optical gap broadens with increasing of Cl- concentration in growth precursor. Incorporating Cl- could reduce oxygen vacancies and passivate the non-irradiated centers, thus enhancing the UV emission and suppressing the visible emission of ZnO nanofilms.